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Abstract: This paper presents the preparation aspects of identifying ASCII mapping code~ for Standard
Malay (SM) Phonetics alphabet and visemes set in developing a Standard Malay (SM) audiovisual
speech synthesis (AVSS). We describe our effort on the examination of existing visemes :;el which can
be used in presenting SM mouth shapes during speech event. The results of this analysis will be
employ in building up a talking head, a computer generated model of speaking faces which integrate a
speech synthesis module to the visual representation of facial animation The viseines and phonemes
will be coupled tightly in the AVSS to provide naturalness of the speaking talking head. The study
starts by identifying the SM phonemes and dissect the similarity and differences bet'v\een SM and
American-English phoneme. The purpose is to identify the additional phonemes present in SM but not
in the American-English. The result would lead to the establishment on the viability to u~e and extend
the DECTAlk visemes set in SM ausdiovisual speech synthesis. To obtain the SM visemes set, a video
recording were done. The video recording captures an event of a subject who pronounced a collection
of words which consist of every phoneme in SM. In addition to allow the manipulation of the phonetic
alphabet in the ASCII computer system, our effort also proposed the setting up of SM phonetics
alphabet mapping codes. The mapping procedure followed the guidelines which suggested by the
Speech Assessment Methods (SAM) community.
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INTRODUCTION

Audiovisual speech synthesis is an application that integrates speech synthesis and a visualization of
facial animation. The facial animation is synchronized with the segments of speech sound accurately to
generate a high intelligibility of the speech perceived and to enllance naturalness of the taJking head.

Speech comprises a mixture of audio frequencies, and every speech sound belongs to one of the two
main classes known as vowels (V) and consonants (C.). Vowels and consonants belong to basic
linguistics units known as phonemes [9]. Each phoneme correspond to a single sound system of the
language. For example, the consonant phoneme are Ipl,/bl and It! and the vowel phoneme are la/,/el
and lui.

In audiovisual speech synthesis application the visible mouth shapes and motion is known as visemes.
Therefore this application will intensively use an integration of phonemes and visemes as the basic
units of visible articulatory evenl.

Many audiovisual speech synthesis have been developed progressively [1, 2, 3, 4, 7] but most of them
synthesized an English ( American or British English) speech sound.

Not many Malay Language speech synthesis have been studied and developed. El-Imam [6] in his
work have developed unrestrict.ed vocabulary Text-to-Speech conversion system fo:~ segmental
synthesis of Standard Malay speech. His synthesized system uses a modified version of a synthesis
method tl1at was previously used to synthesize Arabic. He used that method due to the resemblance of
Standard Malay (SM) to Arabic phonetic struCtl.lre.

The current lack of SM speech synthesis motivates this research. In this paper we will discuss on the
characteristics of SM and its phonetics properties, presenting a brief comparison between American
English phonemes and SM phonemes, followed by a discussion on the need to recodes S\1 phonetics
standard into ASCll code, a description of additional visemes for SM and finally concludes with what
we perceive as research directions.
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Figure 2: Four additional visemes in SM

CONCLUSION

We have discussed on the difference between SM and AE phoneme and add four viseme~ in order to be
used in the development of the SM audiovisual speech synthesis. Since the speech synthesis receive
input and manipulate data in t.he ASCII codes environment, all the SM phonetics alphabet were
recodes to the ASCII representation. This new mapping coding were done by following the guidelines
stated by Speech Assessment Method (SAM) Consortium.

The viseme datasets from DECTalk and four new added visemes acquired will be used in phoneme
mapping for audiovisual SM speech synthesis. A model-based facial animation will be developed
where the mouth shapes and motion are tightly couple to the phonemes to generate natural speech
event.
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